Introduction.
The principal object of the following paper is the discussion of a Neumann problem, with reference to a potential of a single layer which is based on a general distribution of matter on a simple closed plane boundary.
Such potentials were introduced by Plemelj.f The result obtained here is of the same order of generality for these boundaries as that obtained by G. C. Evans with the aid of conformai transformations!, but the present method is entirely different, and simpler. The problem is equivalent to a Stieltjes integral equation, which is solved by reduction to the classical Fredholm type.
Consider the function (0 viM) = (logil/r)dpiP), where p(P) is a function of limited variation on the simple closed curve C. The notation p(P) is used as synonymous with pÇsp). For the measurement of angles the length r = MP is regarded as directed from M to P, where M is a point which remains fixed in the integration. It is assumed that the direction of C changes continuously as we go along the curve, and that the curvature exists at each point. Let n, or, more particularly, nQ, be the normal at a point Q of the curve, directed toward the interior, and M a point on nQ. The derivative dviM) f cos Çnq,r) (2) ~~-=-~--dpiP) dn J c r generally fails to be continuous as M passes over the point Q. We shall investigate this discontinuity. The integral (2) converges when M is coincident with Q. In order to prove this statement, it suffices to examine the integrand in the neighborhood of Q. Set up a system of rectangular coordinates, with origin at Q, and axes along the positive tangent and inner normal, respectively.
Measure s from Q. In the neighborhood of Q, the equation of C may be written in the form y = x2fix), where, as may be verified from the hypotheses for C, fix) and xf'Çx) are continuous except at x = 0, and bounded in a suitable interval containing Q.
Denote by 6 the angle measured in the positive direction from the normal atÇtoÇP. We have then coso y fix)
which is therefore continuous except at Q as a function of x, and bounded in the neighborhood of Q. Hence it has the same properties as a function of Sp when P^Q. The statement is therefore proved. From what has been said of the function (cos 6)/r, we obtain immediately the following corollary, which will be useful later. We state the result as a lemma.
Lemma. If p(P) is continuous at Q, and C is an arc of C, containing Q, and of length < 8, then r cosô r cosö --dpiP) =lim -dpiP).
Je r a-o Jc-c r 2. Boundary values of the normal derivative. For convenience we denote by dviQ+)/dn the value, where it exists, of dv/dn as M approaches Q along n from the inside; we define similarly dviQ -)/dn with reference to the exterior of C. With this notation, we have the following theorem:
Denote by C a small arc HK containing Q as an interior point. We may write (2) in the form dviM) r f coso 2 dp Je 1 r -2p2 + 2Rp cos yp =--dp(P), -h + \ -dp(P)=-_-dp(P).
Jc' 2P 2P JC R2 + p2-2RP cos p
If the length of C is sufficiently small, we have, therefore, i r I* + --, ". . . "■"--dp(P) 2pJc' But* 2p Jc' R2+ p2 -2RP cos p < e. i r r2 -p2
lim--dp(P)=p'(Q).
,-*R 2ttR Jc' R2 + p2 -2Rp cos 0
Hence, taking account of the lemma of §1, dv(Q+) IM r cos (nQ,QP) C cos {no,QP) = -tp'(Q)+ K*'V -dp(P), The foregoing analysis presupposes that the curvature at Q is not zero. In the latter case, we may replace the arc of the osculating circle by the corresponding segment C of the tangent at Q, and observe that the integrals along C and along C differ by a quantity which is uniformly small with the length of C. In fact, (cos 0)/r -(cos B)/f is uniformly bounded with respect to M, since y is of order higher than the second with respect to x. Therefore consider the integralf X *• cos 9 -dp(x)
where p(x) =xp'(Q)+xt](x), the last term being a function of x of limited variation, such that if r)0 denotes the upper bound of |tj(x) | in the interval -Xo^x^Xo, we have limIo^0 »7o = 0. s«(i+f).
Hence the integral considered is made arbitrarily small with Xo, uniformly for M. The same remark applies to
But fx_'t¡¡ (cos 6)/f dx = 2(ô0-tt)-Hence, by first taking x small enough, and then taking M near enough to Q, we can make
differ by as little as we please from wp'ÇQ), which is what we wished to show.
3. The Stieltjes integral equation. We consider again the class of functions which can be expressed in the form (1). It is assumed now that the discontinuities of p.(P) are regular. If we also denote by C the total length of the curve, we may extend the definition of pisp) beyond sp = C by means of the relation pisp + C) = pisp) + m, where m = dpisp) = p(C).
J c
The problem now to be considered is expressed in terms of the condition
-o+ JAz dn 2X {-*o-Ja6 dn where g(s) is a given function of limited variation, with regular discontinuities, and where A, B are points of G We shall regard A as fixed and 73 as variable on C. In the first integral s¡ is an arbitrary simple regular curve lying entirely within C, and joining the points At, B¡. The latter points are at the distance 8 from A, 73, measured along the respective inner normals.
In the second integral s¡ lies entirely outside C; the points A¡, Bt are on the outer normals at A, 73, respectively. That the curve C has a unique normal at each point is implied in the preceding statements. Specifically, it is assumed that C is a simple regular closed curve; moreover C shall be a curve of class Y* i.e., there shall exist a positive number Y, independent of M, such that
Theorem 2. There is a unique function of class (1) which satisfies the condition (3) unless X belongs to a certain set of characteristic values. These values are independent of the given function g(B), and depend merely on the form of the curve C.
The value X = -1 is not a characteristic value. The corresponding problem is a generalized Neumann problem for the exterior region:
The value X = +1 is a characteristic value. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a solution v(M) of class (1) where w is a function conjugate to v :
The function under the integral sign being multiple valued, we write wiM) = -f 6iM,P)dpiP), 
We shall take piA) =0, since this can be effected by the addition of a constant. Then u
since the discontinuities of p(P) are regular. Similarly
If now we take M as Bt, we obtain from (4) If »(A7) is a function of class (1) which satisfies (3), the function piB), of limited variation and with regular discontinuities, satisfies the Slieltjes integral equation (5). Conversely, if p(73) is a solution of (5), of limited variation and with regular discontinuities, the function »(17) given by (1) will satisfy (3).
The equivalent classical equation.
We now proceed to show that this equation may be solved by means of one of classical form. Write (6) piB) = GiB) + RiB).
We shall prove that if p(73) is of limited variation, then 7? (73) is absolutely continuous. Substitute the value of p(73) from (6) into (5):
(7) GiB) + 72(73) = GiB) + -f HiA ,B;P)dGiP) + -f HiA ,B;P)dRiP). Thus (9) is a consequence of (5). Conversely, if (9) has a summable solution KB), then /¿(7?) given by (6) is of limited variation and a solution of (5). But (9) has a unique solution unless X is one of a set of characteristic values, since (9) is the classical integral equation for the Neumann problem. Moreover it is known that X = -1 is not a characteristic value for this equation.
We know that X = +1 isa characteristic value, and that a necessary and sufficient condition that (9) have a solution is that (10) fhiQ)dsQ = 0. Hence gÇC) =0. Conversely, if G(C) =0, the analysis may be retraced, and we have (10). The condition g(C)=0 is therefore necessary and sufficient in order that (5) have a solution for X = +1. The function »(M) determined by (1) is therefore that belonging to a particular solution of (5) by means of (1) plus the function determined by (1) where the pÇP) is a solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding to (5). But in this case ßiQ) = f MP)dsp, Ja where ^(P) is a solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding to (9). But we know the functions »(M) =/c log il/iMP))\¡/CP)dsP to be constant. Theorem 2 is therefore proved.
In § §3, 4 we have assumed only that C is of class T, and have not required the existence of a curvature as in § §1, 2.* The foregoing methods may be applied to obtain analogous theorems for potentials of a double layer, not only for the plane, but also for the threedimensional case. The latter case, both for the single and the double layer, is to be discussed in a paper which the author is writing in conjunction with Professor Evans, who suggested the present investigation.
* If the curve has a curvature which is bounded for all points of the curve, then it is automatically of class T.
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